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Abstract
An .A;B/-cyclic submodule M is generated by the states of one single trajectory of a
linear control system whose parameters come from a commutative ring. M is “finite”, when it
is generated by the states of a “deadbeat-control” process. Motivations and basic properties of
such modules are given and among several further results it is shown that the family of finite
.A;B/-cyclic submodules is an invariant which (e.g., over polynomials) can be determined by
an appropriate Gröbner basis computation. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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0. Motivation
In many investigations in control theory it is important to know, which states can
be reached by one single trajectory. The family of subspaces generated by the states
of one single trajectory starting from 0 represents important structural information
about the underlying system. This point of view together with a systematic use of
the actions of the feedback group has recently been exploited to investigate unsolved
problems in the theory of systems over rings [6,7,19,20]. These results – though still
incomplete – have found interesting applications [2,3].
Also feedback canonical forms can be looked at from this point of view. For
example the classical Brunovski-form [8] over fields is produced by a decomposition
of the state space into a direct sum of subspaces each of which is generated by
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the states of a suitably chosen single “deadbeat”-trajectory of the system. In more
general situations, of course, deadbeat-trajectories are still possible, but one cannot
expect direct decompositions. This naturally leads to the consideration of the whole
family of submodules generated by the states of such trajectories.
Also the classical Heymann lemma (over fields) [12,14] just says that the whole
state space can be generated by the states of one specific trajectory s.t. the first n-
states form a basis.
For systems over rings – even over integers or polynomials – the existence of
canonical forms and the validity of Heymann’s lemma are essentially open problems.
One reason for this is the lack of information on the family of submodules of the
state module generated by one single trajectory. In what follows, we will have a
closer look at such submodules for linear systems over certain commutative rings.
The emphasis will be on “small” submodules. This is what one looks for in the
context of “canonical” forms, whereas “large” submodules are of greater interest in
the context of Heymann’s lemma (see e.g. [20]). Our approach can be understood
as a compromise between geometric and behavioral theory. It leads to a much more
precise and computable description of a linear system up to feedback and input base
change which hopefully opens the way to further applications.
In Section 1 basic definitions and properties are given together with an invest-
igation of the connection to other notions. Section 2 shortly discusses the effect of
dynamic feedback. The .A;B/-length of .A;B/-cyclic submodules is introduced
and discussed in Section 3 as an important parameter function of a linear system,
which – as it turns out later – is linked to some extent to the degrees of the elements of
Ker TyI − A;−BU. The latter kernel is investigated in Section 4. As is well-known,
its elements correspond to deadbeat control processes whose states thus generate fi-
nite .A;B/-cyclic submodules. Over certain computable rings like Z orKTxU, where
K is a field, this leads to a determination of “typical” .A;B/-cyclic submodules via
the computation of a special type of Gröbner basis of Ker TyI − A;−BU. In the field
case the latter basis gives directly the Brunovski form (see [21]). This approach
also allows determining a minimal finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule which contains
a prescribed initial sequence of states.
Invariance properties of the familiy of finite .A;B/-cyclic subspaces are given
in Section 5. The results underline the significance of these spaces especially in
the situation where a canonical form of the Brunovski type does not exist. Several
concluding remarks follow in Section 6.
1. .A;B/-cyclic submodules: definitions and relation to other notions in
geometric control theory
We consider matrix pairs .A;B/ where A 2 Rnn and B 2 Rnm. To such a pair
we associate the following control process:
xtC1 D AtBu1 C    C ButC1 D Axt C But
for t > 0 and with x0 D 0 and where ut 2 Rm; xt 2 Rn : (1)
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The ut are the control vectors or inputs; the xt are the states. If u D .ut /t>0 is a
sequence of inputs from Rm, we will write x.t; 0; u/ VD xt with xt as given in (1).
x.t; 0; u/ is the state at time t which is reached from 0 by means of the control vectors
u0; u1; : : : ; ut−1. A trajectory is a sequence .xt ; ut / s.t. (1) is valid.
Definition 1.1. Let M be an R-submodule of Rn.
(a) M is called .A;B/-cyclic if there is a sequence .ut /t>0 of control vectors s.t.
the resulting sequence .xt /t>0 of states generates M as R-module. The latter
property will be expressed as M D hBu1; ABu1 C Bu2; : : :i D hx1; x2; : : :i D
hx.t; 0; u/ V t > 0i. M is called finite .A;B/-cyclic if in addition xt D 0 for all
sufficiently large t.
(b) M is called f eedback-.A;B/-cyclic, if there is F 2 Rmn and u 2 Rm
s.t. M D hBu; .AC BF/Bu; .A C BF/2Bu; : : :i DV hAC BF j Bui. M is
called finite feedback-.A;B/-cyclic if in addition .AC BF/kBu D 0 for suf-
ficiently large k.
Remark 1.2. Definition 1.1(a) is a special case of an .A;B/-invariant subspace.
.A;B/-cyclic spaces are even reachability subspaces as will be seen in Proposition
1.6. (b) is a special case of a controllability submodule (see below). Apparently
“finiteness” is related to the existence of a certain deadbeat-control starting from
a certain initial state Bu.
Example 1.3.
(1) If .A;B/ is reachable, i.e. TB;AB; : : : ; An−1BU is rightinvertible, then Rn is
.A;B/-cyclic. See Proposition 1.5 for a more general result.
(2) By definition .A;B/ is usually called cyclizable if there exist F 2 Rmn, u 2
Rm s.t. Rn D hAC BF j Bui. In the context of Definition 1.1 this just says that
Rn is feedback-(A,B)-cyclic. In more classical terms this means that Heymann’s
lemma is valid.
Proposition 1.4.
(a) If M is feedback-(A,B)-cyclic, then M is .A;B/-cyclic.
(b) If M is .A;B/-cyclic and s.t. the first r states x1; : : : ; xr form a basis of M which
can be completed to a basis of Rn, then M is also feedback-.A;B/-cyclic.
(c) M is .A;B/-cyclic iff M is .AC BF;B/-cyclic for any F 2 Rmn.
Proof.
(a) One has M D hBu;ABuC BFBu;A2BuC ABFBuC BF.ABu CBFBu/;
: : :i. Set u0 VD u, u1 D FBu0, u2 D F.ABu0 C Bu1/ and for t > 1 ut D
F.At−1Bu0 C    C But−1/, then by induction .AC BF/tBu D AtBu0 C   
CBut for t > 0.
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(b) Since x1; : : : ; xr form a basis of the summand M, one can define F V Rn ! Rm
by Fxi VD ui for 1 6 i 6 r − 1 and zero for a complement of M. Fxr will be
defined soon. One then observes
.AC BF/Bu0 D ABu0 C BF Bu0|{z}
Dx1
D ABu0 C Bu1 D x2;
.AC BF/2Bu0 D .AC BF/x2 D A2Bu0 C ABu1 C Bu2 D x3;
:::
:::
.AC BF/r−1Bu0 D .AC BF/xr−1 D    D xr :
Since M is .A;B/-cyclic, there is some ur s.t. Axr C Bur 2 M . Set now Fxr VD
ur , then .AC BF/xr 2 M D hx1; : : : ; xr i and finally M D hAC BF j Bui.
(c) Straightforward. 
The following observation illustrates the role of .A;B/-cyclic submodules nicely:
Proposition 1.5. Finitely generated controllability submodules are finite .A;B/-
cyclic.
A submodule M ofRn is called a controllability submodule for .A;B/ if there are
F 2 Rmn and G 2 Rmp s.t. M D hAC BF j BGi. This is the straightforward
generalization of a controllability subspace as defined in [22].
Proof of Proposition 1.5. Because of Proposition 1.4(c) one can assume thatF D 0.
Suppose M D hA j BGi. Then by the Cayley–Hamilton theorem
M D imTBG; : : : ; An−1BGU. Therefore, for any y 2 M one can find
u0; : : : ; un−1 2 Rp s.t. y D BGun−1 C    CAn−1BGu0 and also un; : : :, u2n−1 2
Rp s.t. −Any D BGu2n−1 C    CAn−1BGun.
Let u be the sequence Gu0; : : : ;Gu2n−1; 0; 0; : : : ; then one observes:
x.t; 0; u/ 2 M for all t > 0, x.n; 0; u/ D y and x.t; 0; u/ D 0 for t > 2n. It should
be clear now, that one can construct a deadbeat control process which stays within M
and which will have passed through a given finite generating set of M after finitely
many steps. 
Proposition 1.5 together with its proof contains as a special case the well-known
fact that Rn is .A;B/-cyclic if .A;B/ is reachable. .A;B/-cyclic submodules also
give natural examples of reachability submodules which are called precontrollability
submodules in [10]:
Proposition 1.6. .A;B/-cyclic submodules are reachability submodules.
Following [15] a submodule M of Rn is called a reachability submodule if for any
y 2 M there is a time t1 > 0 and an input sequence u s.t. x.t; 0; u/ 2 M for all t > 0
and x.t1; 0; u/ D y.
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Proof of Proposition 1.6. M is .A;B/-cyclic, M D hx1; : : :i where the xi are
formed as in (1). Let y 2 M , say y DPdD1 rxi with i1 <    < id . xi can also
be interpreted as a result of the following control process:
x
./
1 D 0; : : : ; x./id−i D 0; x
./
id−iC1 D x1; : : : ; x
./
id
D xi ; : : :
with the corresponding control sequence
u
./
0 D 0; : : : ; u./id−i−1 D 0; u
./
id−i D u0; : : : ; u
./
id−1 D ui−1; : : :
This gives:
Pd
D1 rx
./
1 D Bu0 DV y1 2 M and if yi D
Pd
D1 rx
./
i , then with vi VDPd
D1 ru
./
i one obtains
Ayi C BviC1DA
dX
D1
rx
./
i C B
dX
D1
ru
./
i
D
dX
D1
r

Ax
./
i C Bu./i

DyiC1 2 M
but also yid D y. 
There is the following partial converse to Proposition 1.6 and extension to Pro-
position 1.5.
Proposition 1.7. Finitely generated reachability submodules are finite
.A;B/-cyclic.
Proof. LetM D hv1; : : : ; vr i be a reachability submodule of Rn. We first show that
for some fixed k any state x 2 M can be reached from 0 in k steps and within M.
There exist ui; s.t. for  > 1
xi; D A−1Bui;0 C    C Bui;−1 2 M and for some ki V xi;ki D vi :
Assume (without restriction) ki D k for i D 1; : : : ; 
Let x D PriD1 ivi 2 M . Then for  > 1 and with u VD PriD1 iui; we have
x VD
rX
iD1
ixi; D A−1Bu0 C    C Bu−1 2 M
and
xk D
rX
iD1
ixi;k D
rX
iD1
ivi D x:
Next we will see that any x 2 M can be steered to 0 within M. For this let k and
x; u as before. Also x2k must be reachable from 0 within M in k steps:
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x2k D Ak−1Bu00 C    C Bu0k−1
for some u0 ,  > 0 and s.t.A−1Bu00 C    C Bu0−1 2 M for  > 1. Now the inputs
uk − u00; : : : ; u2k−1 − u0k−1 steer x to zero within M. Finally, to prove the proposi-
tion, we first steer 0 to the first generator x1, then x1 to zero, then 0 to x2, etc. All
this can be done within M and such that after reaching x the process continues to
stay within M. 
2. Dynamic .A;B/-cyclic submodules
While over a field there is no difference between .A;B/-cyclicity and feedback
.A;B/-cyclicity, in general the gap between these two notions is one main source
of difficulties. A classical remedy is dynamic feedback. In this section we shortly
derive a corresponding result.
At first we recall what is meant by “dynamic”. For some q > 0 let Ae D
diag.A; Oq/ 2 R.nCq/.nCq/ andB D diag.B; Iq/ 2 R.nCq/.mCq/, whereOq , Iq are
zero and identity matrices in R.qq/, respectively. (For q D 0 let Ae D A, Be D B.)
The “q-extended” pair .Ae; Be/ gives rise to the extended control process
xetC1 D Aext C Beuet ;
where
xet D

xt
yt

2 RnCq and uet D

ut
vt

2 RmCq :
Submodules M of Rn have “extensions” M 0 into RnCq s.t. PM 0 D M , P the ca-
nonical projection from RnCq onto Rn. Of course such extensions are not unique.
Despite of this we will often use Me to denote such an extension.
The formal extension procedure which has just been described naturally occurs in
case of dynamic feedback into the control process governed by .A;B/.
The dynamic version of Definition 1.1 is now as follows:
Definition 2.1. Let M be a submodule of Rn. M is called dynamic feedback .A;B/-
cyclic if for some q > 0 there exists an extension Me of M in RnCq s.t. Me is
feedback-.Ae; Be/-cyclic. M is called dynamic finite feedback .A;B/-cyclic if in
additionMe is finite feedback-.Ae; Be/-cyclic.
Proposition 2.2. A finitely generated submodule M of Rn is .A;B/-cyclic iff it is
dynamic finite feedback .A;B/-cyclic.
Proof. If for some
F e D

F11 F12
F21 F22

2 R.mCq;nCq/;
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some submoduleMe of RnCq and some
ue D

u
v

2 RmCq
we have Me D hAe C BF e j Beuei, where Me projects onto M, then with
xei D .Ae C BeF e/i−1Bue D

xi
yi

we observe
xe1 D

Bu
v

D

x1
y1

and for i > 1:
xeiC1 D .Ae C BeF e/xei D

Axi C B.F11xi C F12yi/
F21xi C F22yi

D

xiC1
yiC1

:
Since the projections of the xei generate M, we have generated M by the states of
one single control process starting with 0. For this part of the proof M need not be
finitely generated. To prove the converse let
M D hx1; : : :i D hx1; : : : ; xpi for some p > 1
and
for 1 6 i 6 p V xei D

xi
yi

2 RnCq ;
where q and y1; : : : ; yp 2 Rq are to be chosen in such a manner that xe1; : : : ; xep
are linearly independent and can be completed to a basis of RnCq . This is always
possible by brute force setting q D p and yi D ei D ith canonical vector. Depending
on the sequence x1; : : : ; xp better choices with smaller q may be possible. LetMe D
hxe1; : : : ; xepi. Define now
F e V RnCq ! RmCq
partially by
F exei VD

ui
yiC1

for 1 6 i 6 p − 1
thus keeping some freedom for later on. Then
xe1 D Be

u0
y1

D

x1
y1

; xe2 D .Ae C BeF e/xe1
and for i 6 p − 1, .Ae C BeF e/xei D xeiC1. It remains to define F e on all of RnCq
in order that
Me D

Ae C BeF e j Be

u0
y1

:
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Set
F exep D
24 uppP
iD1
riyi
35 ;
where the ri come from a relation xpC1 DPpiD1 rixi in M. Set also F e D 0 on a
complement ofMe in RnCq . Now we have also .Ae C BeF e/xep D
Pe
iD1 rixei 2 Me
and therefore
Me D

Ae C BeF e jBe

u0
y1

:
Clearly Me projects onto M. By construction Me is already cyclized, i.e. fxei g is
a cyclic basis w.r.t. .Ae C BeF e/. It is well known that in this case one can find a
feedback which makes Me finite in the sense of Definition 2.1. 
Remark 2.3. (a) In [16, Theorem 6] it is shown by different techniques that .A;B/-
invariant submodules are dynamic feedback .A;B/-invariant. One can even show
[16] that reachability submodules are always dynamic controllability submodules
and vice versa. Since .A;B/-cyclic submodules are instances of reachability sub-
modules (Proposition 1.6), one can deduce from this theorem that they are dynamic
controllability submodules, i.e. of the form hAe C BeF e j BeGei after a suitable
extension. In addition Proposition 2.2 says then thatGe can be a column.
(b) One natural question, which arises applying q-dimensional dynamic feedback,
is: what is the minimal value for q still sufficient to arrive at a desired result? Recon-
sidering the proof of Proposition 2.2 it is apparent that the relevant information is
contained in the sequence x1; x2; : : : which generates M. If one can steer the process
in order to generate M as soon as possible, i.e. M D hx1; : : : ; xpi with small p, then,
of course, the dimension q of the feedback as constructed in the proof is small. The
proof, however, also reflects further information which might be contained in the
family x1; : : : ; xp: if, for example, fx1; : : : ; xpg is a basis of M which can be com-
pleted to a basis of Rn, then q D 0 is sufficient or, more generally, if fx1; : : : ; xpg
contains a basis of M of length r which can be completed, then a q-dimensional
feedback is sufficient where q D p − r . (Take yi D 0 when xi is a basis vector and
yi D canonical vectors for the remaining i.)
The following trivial example shows that p D q may be necessary: Take
RDZ; A D

0 0
3 0

; B D

1 0
0 2

; u0 D

2
0

; u1 D 0; u2 D 0; : : : ;
x1D

2
0

; x2 D

0
6

; x3 D 0; x4 D 0; : : : ; M D hx1; x2i;
Then q D 2 necessarily.
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To conclude this section, we note that despite the appeal of a result like Propos-
ition 2.2, for a structural analysis of the original system determined by .A;B/ one
does not obtain additional information.
3. .A;B/-length of .A;B/-cyclic submodules
Definition 3.1. The length .M/, or more precisely the .A;B/ length of an .A;B/-
cyclic submodule M, is the minimum number r s.t. there is a trajectory xt D x.t; 0; u/
with
M D hx1; : : :i and M D hx1; : : : ; xri:
This “length” is not the same thing than e.g. the notion of length from module theory
though there is of course some relation between the two lengths. As should be clear
from Section 1, any information on the range of  and the knowledge of submod-
ules of small length are essential for a deeper understanding of the control system
determined by .A;B/. We begin the investigation with several basic results.
Example 3.2.
(a) It is easy to obtain very rough bounds for .M/ when M is a feedback reach-
ability submodule generated by r elements. In this case the proof of Proposition
1.5 gives .M/ 6 2nr , which indeed is not very instructive. For nice rings much
nicer bounds can be obtained (see for example Proposition 3.3).
(b) Over a field .A;B/-cyclic subspaces M are also .AC BF/-invariant and reach-
ability subspaces (see Proposition 1.6) and can therefore be cyclized (Heymann’s
lemma on M). Thus, one has .M/ D dimM in this case.
Proposition 3.3. Let R be a p.i.d. and M a controllability submodule of Rn, i.e.
M D hAC BF j BGi with suitable matrices F;G. Then .M/ 6 rankM C 1.
Proof. Recall that by Proposition 1.5 M is .A;B/-cyclic without any further inform-
ation on .M/. Let eA VD AC BF and eB D BG, then M D heA j eBi is eA-invariant.
M has a basis of length r VD rank M . Let .F;G/ 2 Rr.rCs/ be the matrix repres-
entation of .eA; eB/ with respect to a certain basis of M. Then .F;G/ is an ordinary
reachable matrix pair, i.e., one has Rr D hF j Gi. It is now a direct consequence of
[6, p. 223] that there is a control process of length r C 1 which passes through a basis
of Rr . Note that M need not be a summand. 
Remark 3.4. The bound for .M/ in Proposition 3.3 cannot be improved as the
following example over Z shows. Let
M D Z2; A D

0 0
3 0

; B D

1 0
0 5

; M D hA j Bi:
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Assuming there exist u; v 2 Z2 s.t. hBu;ABuC Bvi D Z2, or equivalently
detTBu;ABuC BvU D 1, then necessarily 3u21  1 mod 5 which is impossible.
Let us now turn to the question:
Given r , does there exist an .A;B/-cyclic submodule of Rn of .A;B/-length r ?
A first result in this direction is given below in Proposition 3.5: let
M0 VD 0; M1 VD im B
and
Mi VD AMi−1 CM1 for 2 6 i 6 n:
Proposition 3.5. If for some i > 1 one has AMi \ .MinAMi−1/ 6D f0g, then there
exists a nontrivial .A;B/-cyclic submodule M of Rn with .M/ 6 i.
Proof. If for some u0; : : : ; ui−1; v0; : : : ; vi−1 2 Rm, one has
0 6D ABui−1 C    CAiBu0 D Bvi−1 C    CAi−1Bv0 and Bvi−1 6D 0 (2)
then
M VD hBu0|{z}
VDx0
; ABu0 C B.u1 − v0/| {z }
VDx2
; : : : ; Ai−1Bu0 C    C B.ui−1 − vi−2/| {z }
VDxi
i
is .A;B/-cyclic. To see this, one only has to continue the control process x1; : : : ; xi
by xiC1 D Axi C B.−vi−1/ D 0 and then by xt D 0 for all t > i C 1 keeping all
inputs equal to zero. Of course, now .M/ 6 i. M is nontrivial. For, if M D 0, then
Bu0 D 0 and for 1 6 t 6 i − 1 also But D Bvt−1. But then by the equation in (2)
one concludes Bvi−1 D 0 which contradicts the inequality in (2). 
Example 3.6.
(a) Let
a; b 2 R; ab 6D 0; A D

0 0
a 0

; B D

1 0
0 b

:
Then
0 6D ab

0
1

2 AM1 \M1 and M D

B

b
0

is .A;B/-cyclic by the control process
B

b
0

; AB

b
0

C B

0
−a

D 0; 0; : : :
(b) Let
a; b; c 2 R; ab 62 acR; A D
240 0 01 0 0
0 a 0
35 ; B D
241 00 c
0 b
35 :
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Then
0 6D ab
2400
1
35 2 AM2 \ .M2nAM1/
with
u0 D

b
0

; u1 D 0; v0 D
−ac
0

; v1 D

0
a

andM D hBu0; ABu0 − Bv0i is .A;B/-cyclic, nontrivial and .M/ D 2.
A further elementary criterion is:
Proposition 3.7. Let i > 1. A nontrivial finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule M of length
.M/ 6 i exists iff for some u 2 Rm one has AiBu 2 Mi and Bu 6D 0.
Proof. Let Bu1 6D 0 and AiBu0 D −Bui − ABui −    −Ai−1Bu1 2 Mi . Then
with the input sequence u0; : : : ; ui; 0; : : : one obtains the control process
0 6D Bu0; ABu0 C Bu1; : : : ; Bui−1 C    CAi−1Bu0; 0; : : :
Thus this sequence generates a nontrivial .A;B/-cyclic submodule of length6 i.
To prove the converse letM D hxt I t > 1i D hx1; : : : ; xii, assuming without restric-
tion that x1 D Bu0 6D 0. Since Axi 2 M C im B one trivially obtains the proposed
condition. 
Example 3.8. Let A;B as in Example 3.6(b) and assume that the least common
multiple of b and c is lcm.b; c/ D bbc D ccb. Set
u VD

acbc
cb

;
then ABu 2 M1 and hBu;ABuC Bvi, where
v D

0
−abc

is a finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule of length 1 if Bu =D 0.
The proofs of Propositions 3.5 and 3.7 proceed by constructing a nontrivial dead-
beat trajectory with states x1; : : : ; xi; 0; : : : because then trivially
.hx1; : : : ; xi; 0; : : :i/ 6 i. A basic criterion for the existence of such trajectories
(which needs no proof) is:
Proposition 3.9. Let xt ; t > 0; be a trajectory from (1), x1 6D 0, and i > 2. If hx2; : : : ;
xii \ imB 6D f0g for the first time, then a nontrivial multiple of x1 can be steered to
zero in i steps and within hx1; : : : ; xii.
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It is clear from Propositions 1.6 and 1.7 that “.A;B/-cyclic submodules of finite
length are finite” according to Definition 1.1, but the construction of Proposition 1.7
does not give an indication of the length.
In Section 4 we will concentrate on finite .A;B/-cyclic submodules. This will
lead to a computational approach to minimal representations of such modules and
thus automatically give good bounds or even the exact value for the length.
4. Finite .A;B/-cyclic submodules and their computation
The following generalization of a well-known result (e.g. [21]) creates a link to
Ker TyI − A;−BU which over certain rings is accessible by computation. This al-
lows depicting typical submodules and determining minimal ones containing a given
initial state Bu or an initial sequence of states.
Proposition 4.1. Let .xt ; ut−1/, t > 1, be a trajectory of (1) and r > 1 and assume
that xt = 0 for t > r , ut−1 D 0 for t > r C 1.
Set
f D
r−1X
iD0
xr−iyi and g D
rX
iD0
ur−iyi; (3)
where y is an indeterminate over R.
Then .f; g/ 2 Ker TyI − A;−BU and any .f; g/ 2 Ker TyI − A;BU arises from
a “deadbeat”-trajectory in exactly this manner. Note that Ker TyI − A;−BU is con-
sidered a submodule of RTyUmCn.
Proof. Straightforward. 
If .f; g/ 2 Ker TyI − A;−BU is given by (3), then, of course, .hx1; : : : ; xri/ 6
r . This means that the y-degree of the nonzero kernel elements always gives an upper
bound for the length of the corresponding finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule.
There naturally arise the following sets and maps:
Ker TxI − A;−BU −! ffinite sequences of statesg −! fsubmodulesg
.f; g/ 7−! .x1; : : : : : : ; xr / 7−! hx1; : : : ; xr i
which will be considered in Section 5.
Proposition 4.1 opens the door for computation if the underlying ring R is appro-
priate. We will concentrate onR D KTxUwhich is frequent in applications. Any other
p.i.d. would do as well. For any concrete computation, of course, further restriction
is necessary. In our case K would have to be computable (see e.g. [5, pp. 78, 178,
460]). For all module-Gröbner-basis terminology we refer to [1, Chapter 3].
It is easy to see and well known that Ker TyI − A;−BU is a rank m free direct sum-
mand of RTyUnCm if .A;B/ is reachable (i.e. imTB;AB; : : : ; An−1BUD Rn/U. But it
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is not always a free basis which leads us to interesting (= minimal) .A;B/-cyclic
submodules. We will consider the following TOP-lex monomial order on RTyUnCm
(where TOP stands for Term Over Position, see [1, p. 142]):
eix
rys < ejx
uyv () s < v or
s D v and r < u or
s D v and r D u and i < j :
From the theory (e.g. [1, Theorem 3.5.22]) one knows that there is a unique
reduced Gröbner basis which can be computed by a Buchberger algorithm or re-
finements. It should be noted that in our case this Gröbner basis is the result of a
so-called syzygy computation on the columns of TyI − A;−BU. Such computations
can be performed by means of current computer algebra software.
When R D K is a field and B of full rank, then the .A;B/-cyclic subspaces
corresponding to our Gröbner basis (which then has exactly m members) via Pro-
position 4.1 form a direct sum decomposition of the state space Kn which directly
corresponds to the Brunovski form. This can be read off from [21, Proposition 1].
In general our Gröbner basis may have more than m elements but still gives a
system of minimal length submodules which in some sense generate all other finite
.A;B/-cyclic submodules.
Example 4.2. R D KTxU, n D 3:
A D
240 0 01 0 0
0 a 0
35 ; B D
241 00 c
0 b
35 ;
where a D x2 − 1, b D x − 2, c D x. Ker TyI − A;−BU is a free summand of rank 2.
The Gröbner basis of Ker TyI − A;−BU is given by the columns of26666664
ac2 0 2y − ac
bc cy −b
b2 by − ac −b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ac2y 0 2y2 − acy
by − ac y2 −y C a
37777775
This gives three minimal finite .A;B/-cyclic submodules:*"
ac2
bc
b2
#+
;
*"0
c
b
#
;
" 0
0
−ac
#+
;
*"2
0
0
#
;
"
ac
b
b
#+
:
The five generators together generate R3.
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The Gröbner basis approach also immediately gives the following procedure for
constructing a minimal finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule containing a given initial state
x1 D Bu:
Let t > 0 be minimal s.t. the unique remainder
%

0
u

yt

of the division algorithm with respect to the Gröbner basis is different from
0
u

yt :
Then 
f
g

VD

0
u

yt − %

0
u

yt

(trivially) is an element of Ker TyI − A;−BU and of minimal y-degree under all
kernel elements with x1 D Bu in the representation (3).
Example 4.3. Let R D KTxU, n D 3 and .A;B/ as in Example 4.2. Let u D

x
1

,
then one computes
%

0
u

y2

D
266664
−yx
−yx
−.x − 2/y − x3 C 2x − 2
0
y
377775 :
This gives the finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule hx1; x2i of length 2, where
x1 D Bu D
24 xx
.x − 2/
35 ; x2 D
24 00
x3 − 2x C 2
35 D ABuC B   0−1

;
Ax2 D 0:
In the same manner, starting with a finite set of input vectors u1; : : : ; ur , one
can determine the minimal finite .A;B/-cyclic submodule generated by x1; : : : ; xr ,
xrC1; : : : ; xs for some s and where x1 D Bu1; : : : ; xr D Ar−1Bu1 C : : :C Bur .
5. Invariance properties
In this section we give more precise information on the role which .A;B/-cyclic
submodules can play in the search for a canonical form for reachable matrix pairs
.A;B/ under the action of the feedback group.
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We will consider the following sets:
D.A;B/ VD ffinite .A;B/-cyclic submodulesg
S.A;B/ VD ff 2 RTyUn V 9g 2 RTyUm s.t. .f; g/ 2 Ker TyI − A;−BUg
VD module of state vector polynomials :
Proposition 5.1. Let .A;B/ and .A0; B 0/ be reachable and let B;B 0 have linearly
independent columns.
(a) Ker TyI − A;−BU D Ker TyI − A0; B 0U () .A;B/ D .A0; B 0/:
(b) S.A;B/DS.A0;B 0/ () 9F 2 Rmn; Q 2 Gl.m;R/:A0 DAC BF ,B 0 D BQ:
(c) 8F 2 Rmn, Q 2 Gl.m;R/: D.A;B/ D D.ACBF;BQ/:
(d) If R D K is a field, then (b) is equally true if S is replaced byD.
Proof.
(a) OnlyH) needs proof. By reachability the map from RTyUnCm to RTyUn induced
by the matrices TyI − A;−BU and TyI − A0;−B 0U are surjective. Since the ker-
nels coincide, there is a unique invertible matrix P over RTyU s.t.
P TyI − A;−BU D TyI − A0;−B 0U. The equation P.yI − A/ D yI − A0 says
that the remainder of yI − A0 when right-dividing by yI − A is zero. Therefore,
right-insertion of A into .yI − A0/ must give 0. As a result now A D A0 and
.P − I/.yI − A/ D 0. The latter implies P D I . But then also B D B 0.
(b) To prove the implication “(H” it is sufficient to verify the relation
I 0
F Q

Ker TyI − .AC BF/;−BQU D Ker TyI − A;−BU :
For the converse letS.A;B/ DS.A0;B 0/. We first showB D B 0Q for some invert-
ible matrixQ 2 Rmm. For any f 2S.A;B/ the leading vector is of the form Bu
and any u can occur. Thus, im B D im B 0 which gives Q as desired. By the(H
part we can now assume B D B 0. By reachability, for any canonical basis vector
ei of Rn there is an f 2S.A0;B 0/ =S.A;B/ such that:
f Dx 01yr−1 C    C ei|{z}
Dx 0n
yr−n C A0ei|{z}
Dx 0nC1
yr−n−1 C    C x 0r ;
Dx1yr C    C ei|{z}
Dxn
yr−n C .Aei C Bwi−1/| {z }
DxnC1
yr−n−1 C    C xr;
where x 0iDA0i−1Bu00 C    C Bu0i for some u0 2Rm and where xiDx 0i for 1 6
i 6 r:
Define now F 2 RmCn by Fei VD wi−1, 1 6 i 6 n. Since x 0nC1 D xnC1, this
immediately gives A0 D AC BF .
(c) Considering the map x1yr−1 C    C xr 7−! hx1; : : : ; xrimakes clear that (c) is
implied by (b).
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(d) Let R D K be a field. The H)-part remains to be proven for D in place of
S. This can be done by considering the Brunovski decomposition of Kn into
minimal controllability subspaces. All controllability subspaces for .A;B/ are
also controllability subspaces for .A0; B 0/ and vice versa. Therefore, both pairs
must have the same controllability indices which in turn impliesB 0 D BQ, A0 D
AC BF for some invertible Q, and some F. 
Statement (b) in Proposition 5.1 says that S.A;B/ is a complete invariant under
those actions of the feedback group which do not change the basis in the state module
Rn. It remains open whether (b) is valid forD also for certain non-field rings. Apart
from this, Proposition 5.1 indicates that one should look for “typical” elements in
S.A;B/ or D.A;B/ which together still serve as a complete invariant. The reduced
Gröbner basis of Ker TyI − A;−BU (see Section 4) in this special context induces a
reduced Gröbner basis of S.A;B/, which by its uniqueness still is a complete invariant!
In the literature and for R D K a field instead ofS.A;B/ often the setJ.A;B/ D fg 2
RTyUm V 9f 2 RTyUn s.t. .f; g/ 2 Ker TyI − A;−BUg of input vector polynomials is
considered (see e.g. [18, p. 307]). It can be seen that also here our Gröbner basis from
Section 4 naturally leads to an induced Gröbner basis on J.A;B/. But, on the other
hand, one no longer has a result like Proposition 5.1(b). It remains the interesting
question of how to exploit the freedom still remaining in the choice of the monomial
order. Also the effect of base changes in Rn is not yet understood. See also Remark
(6.3).
6. Further remarks
(6.1) In Section 4 it was noticed that our special Gröbner basis in the field case dir-
ectly leads to a direct sum decomposition by finite .A;B/-cyclic submodules
and thus to Brunovski form. In [13] necessary and sufficient conditions are
given for the existence of such a “Brunovski”-decomposition over projective
free rings. In terms of Mi D im TB;AB; : : : ; Ai−1BU the conditions are:
Mi and Mi=Mi−1 are summands ofRn for 1 6 i 6 n−1 andMnDRn :
Simulations lead to the conjecture that over QTxU these conditions are “gener-
ically” satisfied (proved for m > n=2), but not so over Z.
(6.2) A further interesting remark might be the following: in the Brunovski decom-
position case the parameters
di D rankMi − rankMi−1 for 1 6 i 6 n
completely determine the equivalence class under the full feedback group and
one might suppose that, in general, at least the sequence of modules Mi for
1 6 i 6 n determines the equivalence class of .A;B/. The following example
shows that this is not true in general, i.e., a result like Proposition 5.1(b) is not
present for fMi V i > 1g.
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Example. Let R D RTxU, a D x, a0 D x2, b D x2 − 1 and
.A;B/ D

0 0
a 0

;

1 0
0 b

; .A0; B 0/ D

0 0
a0 0

;

1 0
0 b

:
Then, independently from a; a0, one has hBi D hB 0i and hB;ABi D R2 D
hB 0; A0B 0i, but one can prove that .A;B/ and .A0; B 0/ are not equivalent under
the feedback group over RTxU but equivalent over CTxU !
The conjecture here is that over an FC-ring (i.e.: Heymann’s lemma is valid;
see [9]) the modulesMi still contain the complete information of the feedback
equivalence class. This is easily proved for n D 2.
(6.3) Up to now no base changes in the state space have been admitted. While
this can be realistic in applications, it would nevertheless be interesting to
know more about the effect of such base changes at least in Sections 4 and
5. The behavior of S.A;B/ under the action of the full feedback group can
be described by the behavior of a matrix X 2 RTyUnp under asymmetric
equivalence which allows constant row operations and polynomial column
operations. A very nice normalization procedure for exactly this asymmetric
equivalence is given in [4] for the special case R D K . Further investigation
in this direction seems promising.
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